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The
grail
of
trail

Stephen Cunliffe suffered
cramping calves and extreme
exhaustion during the 2011 Otter
African Trail Run and swore “never
again”. But time heals all wounds
and in this second instalment
of our four-part trail running
series, he shares his highs and
lows of this gruelling challenge

M

ost South Africans know the iconic ‘Otter’ as a
strenuous five-day hiking trail along the Cape South
Coast, but few people are aware that each year 400
privileged individuals get the opportunity to run this incredible
trail through the majestic Tsitsikamma National Park.

It was a long-standing desire of the Collins brothers and their
Magnetic South adventure sport company in Knysna to get permission to run on the Otter Trail. And, despite being told it was a pipe
dream, they refused to give up without a fight.
They finally decided to propose their idea to a 20-member senior
management and marketing SANParks committee and after much
vociferous debate they were awarded a one-year trial permit to test
their trail running idea. The inaugural Otter African Trail Run in 2009
proved an overwhelming success and their permit was extended.
Magnetic South, in association with SANParks and chief sponsors
Hi-Tec and Gu Energy labs, will host the event for the fourth time
in 2012.
Since its inception in 2009, the race has experienced a surge
in popularity with the ‘Otter’ attracting a wide cross-section of
participants. Entries sell out almost as soon as they are released
in December each year, snapped up by an elite field of hard-core
trail runners as well as a much larger gang of active, nature-loving,
outdoor enthusiasts.
Those lucky enough to get their hands on one of the highly coveted
entries must choose between the Run and the Challenge. With its
demanding eight hour cut-off time, The Otter Run is best suited to
experienced trail runners, while casual participants should rather opt
for the Otter Challenge, allowing runners 11 hours to finish. It is also
worth remembering that these two events are the only times when
running is permitted on this legendary hiking trail, so you won’t have
any opportunities to practice before the race.
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The Dassie – the Otter’s Little brother – has just
been introduced to this event. This beautiful 10 km
trail run starts and finishes at Stormsriver Mouth,
joining the final kilometers of the Otter. The
Dassie kicks off 1.5 hours after the start of
the Otter and athletes will finish
through the same shoot.
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At the front of the field, the speed and stamina of the top athletes
enables them to finish the 42km Otter course in less than five hours:
an accomplishment that almost defies belief when you consider
there’s around 2 700m of elevation gain over the duration of the run.
The 2011 Otter Run was remarkable not only for the blistering pace of the frontrunners with a new record of 04:40 set by
South African trail running legend Ryan Sandes, but also for the
outstanding results achieved by all participants with close to 80%
of entrants finishing within the races’ challenging cut-off times.
Confronted by unpredictable weather conditions, four major river
crossings (all of which involve getting more than your feet wet),
three brutally steep climbs (exceeding 100 vertical meters each)
and a huge number of steps, it is understandable that even the
strongest runners occasionally walk up the steepest sections of trail.
October 2012 marks a memorable turning point in the Otter African
Trail Run becoming the grail of trail running. Although the 2011 events
were considered by many to be the most memorable to date, this
spring sees the birth of the Retto (which is Otter spelt backwards).
This year’s editions will be known as the Otter 2012 Retto Run and
Retto Challenge and instead of following the usual westerly route
from Storms River to Natures Valley, the 2012 course will now run
from west to east with competitors tackling the Otter Trail in reverse.
It has been said that the Retto will be a very different experience
and pose an even bigger challenge than the traditional Otter Run.
“This year we’ve taken a huge gamble and decided to mix things
up by flipping the Otter on its head and running it backwards,”
explained race organiser Mark Collins.
“I’ve personally tested the Retto and it’s absolutely brutal: it’s
going to be one hell of a challenge for competitors,” he said.
The first third of the reversed course will be lightening fast up
until you reach the notorious tide-swept Bloukrans River crossing.
“After swimming the Bloukrans, the Retto becomes incredibly
tough with the most technical section of the course being the final
5km by which stage most competitors are completely broken,”
elaborated Collins with a glint in his eye. “I’m telling you … the
Retto isn’t for sissies!”
Magnetic South recently announced that the 2012 event will see
the strongest trail running field ever assembled on South African soil.
Last year’s champion and current record holder, Ryan Sandes, returns
to defend his crown, while former winners Iain Don-Wauchope and
Andre Gie will also be competing.
Leading international competitors are also starting to show interest in
the event with French ultra-marathon champion Sebastian Chaigneau
and American legend Anton Krupicka amongst the leading contenders
from abroad taking part in 2012’s epic Retto run.
For most participants, winning is the furthest thing from their
minds: it’s the scenery, camaraderie and challenge posed by this
breathtakingly beautiful trail that attract them to take part in the
gruelling race each year.
Careful thought and planning has gone into every aspect of the
Otter. Having 200 athletes charge down the beach and straight
onto single-track trail would be a sure-fire recipe for disaster; so,
in order to avoid bottlenecks, runners are seeded according to
the times they achieve on the 4.8km Duiker Prologue Run the day
before the main event.
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Small groups of similarly paced runners then
depart at one-minute intervals.
Soon after setting off, runners encounter
testing terrain and irregular underfoot
conditions. Losing concentration – even
for a moment – can spell disaster for your
race aspirations. Twisted ankles are common
and, although serious accidents are rare,
Magnetic South take safety very seriously.
With the racecourse situated far from
the nearest road and with limited access
points, the race organisers have assembled
a crack team of trail running doctors and
experienced mountain rescue volunteers
to watch over the field as they take on
this tricky trail. There is also a contingent
of friendly lifeguards and well-equipped
safety personnel to assist weary competitors
when they plunge into the unpredictable
infamous Bloukrans crossing.
By the midway point most runners – myself
included – are experiencing aching quads,
burning calves and flagging spirits, so the
sight of co-sponsor, Gu Energy Lab’s well
stocked ‘munchy point’ brings a big smile
to the gaunt faces of the competitors.
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The De Vasselot Campsite, tucked
into the indigenous forests
fringing the Natures Valley
Lagoon, is reserved exclusively
for, and is the central hub of the
Otter Run & Ramble Event.

The Otter has no shortage of hardships,
but it is also not without its humorous side.
Ryan Sandes not only set a new record for
the Otter Run in 2011, but he also holds the
dubious honour of being the participant
with the slowest traverse of the Bloukrans.
Sandes had an epic swim after getting
caught in a vicious eddy and being washed
backwards only meters from the exit point.
As is tradition, the winner of each year’s Otter
Run gets the opportunity to name a memorable section of the course and the Magnetic
South team then signposts it for future events.
Sandes selected the swirly-filled deep channel on the western side of the Bloukrans River
mouth to bear the name ‘Sandman’s Surge’.
Forget running across the Sahara; forget
the Everest Marathon; forget every other
long distance endurance race I’ve ever
competed in… when cramps gripped my
quads 26km into the Otter Run, I would have
sworn it was the hardest, most gruelling trail
marathon I’d ever attempted.
Mark Collins concurs: “Those in the know
recognise the Otter African Trail Run as an
absolute animal, but I believe the real beast
is actually the one heading east. I’m telling
you, the Retto is destined to develop a reputation for being even more brutal.”
The Otter traverses one of South Africa’s
last remaining pristine coastal wilderness
areas; brutal it may be, but exquisitely beautiful it is too. It’s hardly surprising then that
this alluring trail race has drawn me back
this year for round two. So isn’t it time you
signed up for the challenge and experience
of a lifetime?

Are you mad enough?
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The Otter African Trail Run takes place
during September or October each year
with entries for the 2013 event opening
on the 1st of December 2012. A total
of 180 entries will be made available for
both the Run and the Challenge with 20
entries being retained for foreign entrants,
sponsored and VIP athletes.
Check out www.theotter.co.za for details.
Go to www.landmarkfoundation.org.za to
learn more about the valuable conservation work and protected area expansion
initiatives being undertaken by the Otter’s
principal charity beneficiary.
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